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Welcome to the very first edition of LMD’s journal.

A community centric platform that allows you to stay up-to-date 
with our latest news and lively happenings while keeping a 
close eye on ever-evolving construction progress, promising to 
live up to your expectations and set delivery dates.

It’s been an exciting year, marked by groundbreaking 
milestones and global partnerships and we look forward to 
sharing them all with you, one issue at a time.

You’re about to flip through the pages of LMD’s journal; one 
that reflects our unwavering commitment to launch trendsetting 
communities, enveloping epicenters of business, as well as 
spirited entertainment to enrich every aspect of your life. 
Through strategic collaborations and new launches, our diverse 
portfolio of developments are constantly re-imagined to stay 
true to you, Egypt’s future, as well as renowned destinations 
around the world.

So, sit back, enjoy the read & stay inspired.

One Transformation
at a Time
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An exciting night of 
memorable mingling & 
roaring entertainment, 
capturing the W brand’s 
playful lifestyle - now, 
alive in Cairo for 
everyone to love & live!

LMD invited its community to sample a true taste of limitless luxury 
with its stylish and savvy party “Steal the Scene” in November 2021, 
igniting true love for life with is its international-standard luxury brand 
W Residences Cairo. A star-studded night made alive with epic 
performances by hit list star Amr Diab and Lebanon’s infamous DJ 
Rodge, fueled by Cairo’s whimsical vibes, as well as mingling 
possibilities set against One Ninety’s magical backdrop.

Steal the Scene revealed LMD’s hotel-inspired concept by weaving 
the W brand’s playful DNA in dynamic settings, brought to life by 
roaring entertainment, meticulous attention to detail and exceptional 
culinary delights — which all set the stage for WOW factors, bringing 
Egypt’s trendsetters together while stealing wide media attention.

W 
Residences 
Cairo
Steal the 
Scene
Event Party

Igniting Love 
for Life



Who Stole
the Scene?

Watch Video

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/307890394320829/?extid=NS-UNK-UNK-UNK-IOS_GK0T-GK1C


A strategic 
collaboration with TLT 
for every lifestyle 
longing for refined 
hospitality to welcome 
the New Year on a 
positive note

LMD’s commitment to re-imagine entertainment and 
hospitality from a fresh perspective has driven it to partner 
with leading TLT, bringing their renowned concepts of ‘The 
Lemon Tree’ and ‘Rituals’ to the beating heart of One Ninety 
by 2022. The collaboration will mark the beginning of a festive 
New Year that will set new standards in upscale enjoyment 
with One Ninety as Egypt’s most happening spot.

Welcoming
Lemon Tree 
& Rituals in 
One Ninety

Saying
Goodbye 
to 2021



A new land of open 
possibilities, inspiring 
you to create, shop & 
entertain with 
ever-changing scenery

LMD acquired a new land in 2021 to introduce a holistic vision 
of work/life balance, catering to contemporary lifestyles. A 
distinctive tenant mix in collaboration with LMLT, setting itself as 
the hotbed for business unusual, as well as a culinary capital, 
inviting visitors to eat their way through the world. An 
ever-changing outdoor concept, comprised of sleek buildings- 
each boasting its own individual aesthetic- while enjoying a 
uniquely stylized form to create a personalized visitor experience 
that changes with every mood. The new launch brings to Cairo a 
colorful variety of fine dining venues, elegant eateries and 
artisanal bistros, backed-up by trendy concept stores, as well as 
signature retail shops, wellness and beauty treats.

Seizing New
Opportunities

A Spirited 
Destination 
Launching 
Soon in Cairo
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To grow closer to the 
community wherever they 
are, LMD took part in 
CityScape Egypt Exhibition  
in September 2021, 
re-introducing its presence 
in an innovative light, 
thanks to a cutting-edge 
booth design, powered by 
exclusive offers. The 
participation opened 
visitors’ eyes on 3’Sixty’s 
commercial mix re-launch 
while inviting them to learn 
more about the company’s 
unique portfolio of projects. 
The exhibition presented a 
one-of-a-kind opportunity 
to directly engage with the 
company’s CEO, revealing 
buzzing news about LMD’s 
latest offerings, always true 
to your aspirations & needs.

A Lasting 
Impression
at Cityscape 
Expo

Watch Video

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/231427119029741






Watch Video

LMD marked a memorable 
come back by participating 
in renowned Real Gate 
Expo in March 2021, 
attracting a remarkable 
number of visitors to its 
next generation booth. 

One Ninety mixed-use 
development was the 
event’s rising star, setting 
new standards in distinction 
with its signature features 
that inspired visitors to 
learn more. Special offers 
and flexible payment terms 
were exclusively available, 
resulting in increasing sales 
in record time.

Growing 
Strong
at Real Gate 
Expo

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/495831628457114
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LMD’s CEO Engineer Amr Sultan 
wrote a new chapter in seamless 
accessibility by signing an official 
protocol with Engineer Essa Wally 
from the the National Authority for 
Tunnels to introduce 90 street’s 
first monorail station, named after 
its mixed-use project “One 
Ninety”. The strategic move 
re-envisions convenient mobility at 
the development’s door by directly 
linking One Ninety to the future of 
Egypt’s New Administrative 
Capital while providing an 
exclusive tunnel, granting the 
community direct access in and 
out of the development, 
hassle-free.

Signing an official 
protocol during 
November 2020 for One 
Ninety’s monorail station, 
the first stop on 9o street

His Excellency Prime Minister of 
Libya, Abdul Hamid Dbeibeh’s 
visited One Ninety’s construction 
site in the presence of LMD’s 
Chairman, Eng. Ahmed Sabbour, 
LMD’s CEO, Eng. Amr Sultan, our 
Libyan Co-Investor Lakeside for 
Real Estate and Tourism 
Investments, and Hill International 
and LMS team.

Libyan prime minister 
visits One Ninety’s 
construction site during 
September 2021

Re-imagining 
Accessibility

Capturing 
Regional 
Attention



In an attempt to bring our success 
partners together while keeping 
them involved with LMD’s latest 
updates, the company hosted a 
brokers event in March 2021 to 
introduce the launch of its 55 sqm 
offices in One Ninety’s Business 
Quarter. The event also 
highlighted the diverse range of 
projects, current construction 
progress and delivery dates while 
sharing new releases scheduled for 
the upcoming year.

Launching 
One Ninety 
with a 
Successful 
Brokers Event



Watch Video

LMD’s CEO Engineer Amr Sultan 
welcomed numerous journalists 
from leading publications in LMD’s 
showroom during November 2021 
to share One Ninety Business 
Quarter’s construction updates, as 
well as LMD’s delivery vision, 
starting Q4 2022. The media were 
invited to witness the construction 
progress on site, stemming from 
the company’s entrenched belief in 
the importance of transparency 
when sharing updates.

Seeing is 
Believing with 
LMD’s Business 
Quarter 
Updates

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/1025570694950909
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About LMD

Consistent Everywhere

Crafting transformative residential 
and commercial experiences has 
been LMD’s dedicated pursuit 
since 2007. An ever-evolving 
journey of innovation and the 
future in mind, marked by larger 
than life destinations that set the 
benchmark in quality integration, 
as well as progressive design. We 
inspire limitless possibilities that 
empower communities to live, 
connect and thrive — a 
combination that truly sets us 
apart. Our journey resulted in a 
diverse portfolio of developments, 
spanning Egypt, Dubai, Spain and 
Greece offering community-centric 
experiences, powered by a holistic 
vision of seamless living —forever 
transforming the conventional 
norms of real estate.

UAE

EGYPT

GREECE
SPAIN



Watch Video

Master planned in collaboration with leading SOM, One Ninety 
is a fully-integrated vision of seamless outdoor walkability, 
characterized by a unique leveling technique to boast infinite 
views on lush greenery, thanks to an Urban Park at its heart. The 
mixed-use development lies at the intersection of 90 street & 
the Ring Road to meld the best in global hospitality and 
branded residences, bringing W Residences Cairo to Egypt for 
the first time in Africa, as well as the W Cairo hotel experience 
while inviting legendary hospitality brands to complement its 
vision like The Residences at St. Regis New Cairo and Aloft 
Hotels. One Ninety radiates a cosmopolitan flare, inviting all 
corners of the world into a one thriving context; from signature 
shopping sprees to artisanal dining, and world-class 
entertainment at the Retail Pavilion and Avenue 190. One 
Ninety puts the contemporary needs of business professionals 
in mind with its latest launch of its Business Quarter, offering 
cutting-edge showrooms, as well as state-of-the-art office 
spaces to inspire epic ideas.

The Well-Rounded Living

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/855504178717508


Watch Video

In Feb. 2021, LMD captured the 
well-rounded essence of One 
Ninety and its diverse project mix 
with a fully-integrated launch 
campaign, introducing a melodic 
video, backed-up by mega 
outdoor presence and dynamic 
online posts.

Sun. Fun. Park
Launch 
Campaign

16295

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/170996627821593


Watch Video

One Ninety Business Quarter is a 
novel outlook on business unusual, 
aimed at revolutionizing Egypt’s 
commercial market with a 
progressive vision that mixes work 
and pleasure under one roof. 
Spread out on four interconnected 
quarters, the Business Quarter 
introduces bespoke administrative 
complexes, top-grade office 
spaces starting 55 sqm and 
double-height showrooms with a 
two-storey parking expected to 
starting delivering in Q4 2022. 
Business Quarter is the perfect 
address for ambition, as it caters 
the work/life balance concept 
conveniently. LMD signed with a 
multitude of large corporations 
and leading financial 
establishments including EG Bank, 
AIB Bank and Aston Martin.

The Perfect 
Address for 
Ambition

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/1035274437023068


Watch Video

In October 2021 steeped in 
knowledgable insights and 
demand analysis within the 
commercial market, a 
full-fledged campaign 
introduced One Ninety’s 
Business Quarter with a 
creative outtake on business 
unusual to speak to the target.

Celebrate 
Work
Launch 
Campaign

lmd.com.eg

CELEBRATE
WORK

16295

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/570560997592613


Designed by world-leading 
Gensler, W Residences Cairo is 
limitless luxury made accessible 
for the first time in Africa. Floor to 
ceiling windows enveloped in 
endless hours of sunshine and 
wonderfully vast terraces inviting 
show-stopping views of One 
Ninety’s Urban Park inside.The 
much-loved W approach to life 
seamlessly blends with meticulous 
craftsmanship, cutting-edge 
appliances and true exclusivity 
like no other. Design-led interiors, 
fully-finished by Bowler James 
Brindley, perfected by a personal 
concierge and effortless access 
finished with an intimate touch. 
Seize the next level amenities with 
W Cairo hotel next door or simply 
enjoy housekeeping services, 
in-room dining or whatever you 
wish for with W’s signature 
WHATEVER/WHENEVER®  
Service with a single touch of a 
button on your residence phone.

LOVE IT?
LIVE IT.

Wonder in W Details
Visit wresidencescairo.com

https://www.wresidencescairo.com/


In November 2020, a 
full-fledged campaign was 
launched to reflect the playful 
nature of the global W brand 
with a mega production video, 
supported by engaging social 
media posts, outdoors and a 
buzzing event, transforming W 
Residences Cairo into a top of 
mind brand, celebrated by 
varied lifestyles with its latest 
Steal the Scene party as the 
cherry on top .

Paying 
Tribute to 
Branded 
Luxury

EMBRACE THE UNEXPECTED

BY AT 16295

Watch Video

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/401367051203387


Master planned by world-leading 
design firm Gensler in collaboration 
with global retail consultant JLL, 
3’Sixty is a kaleidoscopic world, ever-
evolving with its community’s 
modern needs to introduce an 
impactful perspective on fun & 
functional integration. The 
development is LMD’s multi-purpose 
pride, combining the best in retail 
with top-grade office spaces and 
clinics; all elevated on varied site 
levels to blend in with inspirational 
landscapes. 3’Sixty is located at the 
Golden Square in New Cairo & 
boasts contemporary building 
complexes, comprised of polyclinics 
and medical centers, as well as an 
inspiring office park capturing the 
best in function and form. At the 
heart of the project, a retail zone with 
a colorful multitude of casual dining 
options, exquisite cafes and eateries 
as anchor points, with a spacious 
parking for ultimate convenience.

The Circle 
of Life

Capture 3’Sixty Integration at a Glance
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3’Sixty has undergone a full 
re-branding exercise in September 
2021 to communicate its original 
identity including a new 
commercial mix, catering to those 
searching for a destination to 
connect, enjoy and thrive.

180 
Transformation 
to The 3’Sixty 
Brand
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Watch Video

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/4891763244183805


Delivery 
starting Q4 
2022.

Watch Video

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt/videos/2744211002552820


Don’t Miss a 
Transformation

Follow Us On

16295
lmd.com.eg

https://www.facebook.com/LMDEgypt
https://www.instagram.com/lmdrealestate/
https://lmd.com.eg/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/lmddevelopments/



